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The Card of Dutch Bros Coffee from Portland contains about 10 different menus and drinks. On average, you
pay for a dish / drink about $3.7. What Angelyka C likes about Dutch Bros Coffee:

I've been to this location a couple of times and I think they're quicker and more efficient than a lot of coffee
locations. While I wasn't pleased about the lack of a drive through, the speed in service inside made up for it and

I ended up waiting for much less time than at any other Dutch Bros. In addition, the workers are super kind as
usual. The employee who served me today even said she'll remake my drink for fre... read more. What Blake

Larson doesn't like about Dutch Bros Coffee:
Really shocked at the experience we had here. We showed up a couple minutes before closing where they let

someone else order as we were pulling up. It was clearly 2 min before closing on my phone when we pulled up.
They refused to serve as and then commented on our ?luxury? car while complaining about the hours that they
work (side note: it was 7pm and they complained they had been working since noon????? . I?ve been... read

more. Dutch Bros Coffee from Portland is a comfortable café, where you can have a small snack or cake with a
warm coffee or a hot chocolate, The customers of the establishment also appreciate the extensive variety of
various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant has to offer. Mainly, the restaurant is renowned for its

savory German menus including potatoes and salads that are served.
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Specia� Rol�
911 $4.3

Beverage�
CHOCOLATE MILK

Item� Wort� Indulgin� O�
DUTCH FREEZE $4.3

Blende�
DUTCH FROST $4.3

Dutc� Classic�
KICKER $3.8

Privat� Reserv�
DB CUPS $10.0

Jr. Mafi�
NOT-SO-HOT $1.5

Immediatel�
MINI SMOOTHIES $2.5

Coffe�
MOCHA

COFFEE

In�se� Tea� &amp;amp;
Soda�
DUTCH SODA $2.3

DOUBLE RAINBRO TEA $2.3

Ingredient� Use�
COCONUT

CHOCOLATE

MILK
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